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App Store Optimization (ASO) is the process of improving various elements of app submission 
and marketing techniques to help achieve higher ranking in an app store’s search results. With 
67% of users reporting that the last app they downloaded was found via an app store search, 
learning how to improve search ranking within those stores has become one of the most critical 
publisher ASO requirements. This white paper addresses the various free and paid solutions 
available to better understand the scope of what to do in order to achieve better app visibility, 
discoverability and conversions.

               • What is ASO?
               • What motivates users to download an app?
               • How are users finding/ discovering apps?
               • What impact do paid installs have on organic installs?
               • What do you need to measure for effective  search discovery?
               • How do you pick the right keywords?
               • What tools are available to help with keyword selection?
               • How does relevance, difficulty and popularity affect keyword prioritization?
               • What are On-Page and Off-Page influence factors?
               • Which On-Page factors can improve your search rank?
               • Which Off-Page factors can improve your search rank?
               • How do you optimize paid campaign delivery for the purpose of influencing 
                 Off-Page factors?
               • What can you do in your app to influence Ratings and Reviews to improve 
                 ranking and conversion rate?
               • What are best practices for optimizing your app store click-through 
                  & conversion rates?
               • What tools are available to help with AB Testing to determine best assets to use?

Executive Summary

What Questions Does This White Paper Answer?
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In the competitive sea of over 1.51 million apps available in each of the Google Play and Apple 
App Stores, many developers have experienced the “Invisible App Syndrome” - the crushing  
reality of publishing an app that never finds an audience because the audience never finds the 
app.  

The goal of this white paper is to analyze what motivates users to download apps, how they find 
apps, and to suggest practical ways of App Store Optimization (ASO) to improve visibility and 
results. This white paper is presented in two separate documents.  This is Part 1, which focuses 
on the impact of Search Discovery (the way the majority of users are navigating to find the app 
they want to download).

Part 2 will cover ways to improve App Store Chart Ranking (For both Category and Overall 
rankings).

 1
Statista: Number of apps available in leading app stores as of July 2015 -  

   http://www.statista.com/statistics/276623/number-of-apps-available-in-leading-app-stores/ 

Introduction
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Different users have different motivations for downloading an app.  These motivations can gen-
erally be broken down into seven separate categories as follows: 

               1. Specific Tasks:  Users need an app to accomplish a specific task or fill a need
               2. WOM: Word of Mouth (Recommendation from trusted source)
               3. Ad: Users view and respond to an advertisement for the app
               4. Top Charts: Users influenced by app visibility on App Store charts
               5. Already Using: Users have either previously used the app or the services of 
                   the company/brand offering the app
               6. Social - Organic: Users aware of app through social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
    7. Other:  Users motivated by something besides these factors listed  
                   

  
  Figure 1. Motivation for Last App Downloaded (Android & iOS) 

 2 Tune: The State of App Discovery in 2015 -  

https://www.tune.com/blog/new-white-paper-the-state-of-app-discovery-in-2015/ 

Motivation to Download

App Store Optimization (ASO)

Optimizing mobile apps to rank higher in an app store’s search results is known as App Store 
Optimization (ASO).  The higher an app ranks in an app store’s search results, the easier it is for 
potential users to discover and download the app. 
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Figure 2 (below) shows that 67% of users found the last app they downloaded by using search.  
Search dominates the means by which users find the apps they are motivated to download. 

Figure 2.  App Downloads: Search vs Direct 

Paid Downloads Increase Organic Installs 

 3  Tune: Understanding the Relationship between Paid and Organic Marketing -  

https://www.tune.com/blog/new-white-paper-understanding-the-relationship-between-paid-and-organic-marketing/ 
 4  Yetizen - 

How Users Are Finding Apps

The algorithms used by the app stores heavily favor downloads. A study completed by Tune on 
thousands of apps across both Google Play and Apple App Store found that for every paid install 
an app receives, it can expect to see an additional 1.5 organic installs (1.5 being the “organic 
multiplier”). 

3 Apps that achieve top chart ranks have been seen to have their organic multiplier 
grow from 3x to up to 10x . 

4 

Because downloads can both directly and indirectly influence how these various motivation 
types learn about and find the app, it is important to understand the ways App Store 
Optimization (ASO) can maximize your organic install multiplier to take 
advantage of this effect.  
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STEP 1: MEASURE PAID & ORGANIC INSTALLS

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.” - Peter Drucker

Start by ensuring you are measuring the results of your ASO efforts so that you can determine 
the impact of each change made.

Measuring Organic Installs -  It’s common practice in the industry to calculate your organic 
installs by this simple equation:  

Organic Installs = Total Installs - Paid Installs
  

Google and Apple have recently begun providing expanded and useful app store analytics, such 
as app engagement and app store search data (in both stores: Apple by opt-in data from devices 
running iOS 8 or later) and the quantity of organic installs (Google).

Tune’s paid “App Store Analytics” service seeks to estimate the organic sources of installs by 
splitting up your total organic installs based on your chart, feature, and keyword listings in the 
store and their relative influence to your visibility and downloads.  

STEP 2: PICK THE RIGHT KEYWORDS

Keywords in ASO are both singular and multi-word phrases searched for by users to find apps.

How do you determine which keywords to use to improve app discovery?  Begin by creating a list 
based on what words you believe are good matches for your app.

Then, compare your list against the results found from one or more of the popular keyword 
research and analytic providers (listed below in Figure 3) that can help you identify potential 
keywords based on analysis of your app, seed keywords, competitor’s keywords, and more. 

How to Improve Search Discovery Effectiveness

• Total Installs - the number of installs reported by the app store.
• Paid Installs - the number of installs reported by your mobile measurement platform       
(ex. AppsFlyer, Tune’s Mobile App Tracking, Kochava, Adjust, etc.)
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Figure 3. Comparison Chart of Various Keyword Research & Analytic Providers

Mobile Action

Sensor Tower
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Figure 3. Cont Comparison Chart of Various Keyword Research & Analytic Providers

SearchMan

TUNE’s App
Store Analytics

App Annie
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*Keyword Popularity - means they provide information useful for understanding how frequent-
ly users are searching for the keyword.

**Keyword Difficulty - means they provide information useful for understanding how difficult a 
keyword will be to rank for (# of apps, strength of apps).

***Organic Install Sources - means they provide information useful for understanding the # of 
installs being driven by keyword.

****Total App Results - means they report on the number of apps indexed for a keyword 
(more apps means more competition for rank).  Keyword Difficulty is more opaque so it’s good 
to know the total number of results in addition to the difficult score to better understand what 
you are up against.

In addition to specialized ASO tools, there are several other useful methods to identify rele-
vant keywords for your app.  For example, use tools like Google Keyword Planner tool, Google 
Trends Tool, Keyword Tool. Or manually type in a singular, seed keyword into Google.com or 
the Google Play or Apple App Store search and review the auto fill results.  Also consider using a 
thesaurus to identify suitable synonyms to identify alternate but similar keywords.

Once you have a list of potential keywords that you want to use, you need to edit and prioritize 
your list. (Limit of 100 characters for Apple App Store) There are three factors you must consider 
in selecting keywords for your app in order (Listed from highest to lowest priority): 

  1. Relevance
  2. Difficulty
  3. Popularity

Relevance 
Which keywords best match my app?

The relevancy of your keywords is the most important factor to start with.  Achieving rank for 
keywords irrelevant to your app will not have any benefit. if your app has nothing in common 
with the keyword, users will either not download or will immediately delete the app, and 
possibly leave a negative review if they feel tricked. 

Determine Which Keywords Will Be Most Effective
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Complete a search on the app store for a potential keyword and look at the other apps that 
index for it.  This gives you an idea of what users are probably looking for and if your app would 
be a good match.  

Note that the tools listed in Figure 3 do not provide useful information for determining 
relevancy, so you must be the one who determines which keywords best match your app. 

Difficulty 
How difficult will it be for my app to rank for the keyword 
(based on the strength of competition)?  

Generally, the more popular a keyword is, the more apps are competing for it and the more 
difficult it is to rank.  There are instances though where a smaller number of, more established 
and popular, set of apps index and they can be quite difficult to beat out for the top ranks.  Most 
of the research tools provide information useful for evaluating a keyword’s difficulty as well as 
the number of apps competing for the keyword.  The combination of the two gives you the best 
information to inform your selection.

While the presence of many apps and a higher difficulty score do mean it is harder to rank 
highly for a keyword, the more successful your app is, the higher it will rank. New apps should 
start with less competitive keywords. Thus, you can and should continue to strive to maximize 
your rank for incrementally more valuable and difficult to obtain keywords.

For iOS, something else to consider is the “7 Day Cliff” 
5
.  Apple boosts the rankings of new apps 

for their first 7 days.  Thus, you might consider going after slightly more difficult keywords on 
your initial launch and then switch to less difficult keywords thereafter.

Popularity 
How often are users searching for the keyword?  

Most of the research tools listed in Figure 3 provide scores on each keyword’s popularity. The 
exact accuracy of the provider may vary, but generally can be trusted resources for identifying 
the general popularity of keywords.

Another thing to keep in mind when finalizing your list is that Google will automatically use 
synonyms of words whereas Apple will not. Google also fixes/ uses bad spellings whereas Apple 
can but is not as robust.

6
)

 5
Sensor Tower - https://sensortower.com/blog/why-app-store-keyword-rankings-drop-dramatically-seven-days-after-launch

6
YetiZen
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Localization of your keywords to the local language can have a multiple effect on your total 
downloads. A developer’s experiment 

7
 showed just updating their keywords to use the local 

language in key countries led to a 700%+ increase in downloads.  

A number of service providers help you with localizing keywords and your app itself. Notables 
include Lingui and AppLingua. Apple and Google 

8
 allow you to specify each of the languages 

you are supporting along with localized versions of your assets (app name, keywords, descrip-
tion, video preview, screenshots, etc.) from their developer consoles.

STEP 3: OPTIMIZE YOUR RANK

The visibility of your app in search ranking is very important. 82% of users never browse past the 
top 25 search results in the app store.

9
 30% of installs typically occur to the app in position #1, 

17% in position #2, 12% in position 3, and outside of the top 10 it’s near 0.
10

  Improving your rank 
directly impacts increasing your organic installs.

Measuring Keyword Ranking - Each of the analytic providers listed in Figure 3 above offer ser-
vices for tracking your app’s position by store, country, and keyword.

With tracking services, any changes you make to your app store page or to influence other fac-
tors can be evaluated based on their impact to your keyword rankings.

In considering how to optimize your rank, you first need to understand what On-Page and Off-
Page factors most heavily impact your app’s keyword rankings. 

On-Page factors are the visible and non-visible information stored by the App Store in asso-
ciation with your app (app name, developer name, description, icon, screenshots, etc.) for the 
purposes of marketing it. 

Off-Page factors are the signals left by users who use your app (click-through rate, downloads, 
usage, social media ranking, speed/reliability of servers, etc.). 

On-Page and Off-Page Influence Factors

7  MakeAppMagazine’s David Janner Article - http://makeappmag.com/iphone-app-localization-keywords/
8   Verified from NativeX experience & Google Play Localization Checklist (#6) - http://developer.android.com/distribute/tools/localization-check-
list.html 
9 Flurry
10 NativeX

Localization
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Which On-Page Factors Can Effectively Improve Your Search Rank? (High 5 to Low 1)*

Figure 4. On-Page Factors That Affect Rank
* Number rank for this chart is as a general guideline for weight of importance

There is quite a bit of content in the blogosphere written by consultants who use ASO tools to 
help app publishers get their On-Page factors right. These consultants have typically disregarded 
the importance of Off-Page factors because they are more difficult to influence. However, if you 
ignore Off-Page factors, you’ll likely never get into the top 3 positions for the keywords you are 
targeting, which is critical since over 50% of keyword traffic goes to the top 3 listings. 

We’ve also found that there is an incredible amount of misinformation in the blogosphere about 
the importance of various factors. While the actual ranking algorithm is a heavily guarded secret, 
proper research can help us reasonably understand the factors and their influence to rank.

11 NativeX - In-House Research
 12 Mobile Dev HQ - https://blog.kissmetrics.com/app-store-optimization/ 
 13 Tune - http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/28/report-recent-app-store-algorithm-change-points-to-crackdown-on-keyword-stuffing/ 
 14 YetiZen
 15 Trademob - http://www.trademob.com/app-store-optimization-guide-google/ 
 16  YetiZen & SensorTower - https://blog.kissmetrics.com/5-myths-about-aso/ 
 17  YetiZen
 18  YetiZen and NativeX
 19  Mobile Action - Documented Apple’s November 3rd, 2015 search algorithm changes driven by use of their acquisition of language processing 
system Ottocat leading to new keywords to be associated to apps.
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Improvements to On-Page factors are very easy to implement, as they can be updated by simply 
re-submitting your app to the app store.  These changes have an almost immediate impact once 
on your keyword rankings, too, once they are updated in the store.20 However, re-submitting too 
many times in short succession on Google can hurt you in the rankings, as well, it sets a flag on 
the backend for Google’s team and they sometimes will remove your app to figure out  what’s 
going on. 21 Apple will let you submit a new description without a new submission (since that 
does not impact ASO), but will not let you submit a new title, icon, or screenshots without a new 
submission (build). Between submissions, you can use AB testing solutions (listed in Figure 7) to 
determine the next set of assets to utilize in your app store listing.

We purposely have not included some vital On-Page elements such as icons, screenshots, and 
video previews in Figure 4 as part of the factors that affect rank.  While these are extremely 
important to influencing the decision to download, they are not directly known to impact your 
keyword ranking.  

20 NativeX
21 Yetizen
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Which Off-Page Factors Can Effectively Improve Your Search Rank? (High 5 to Low 1)*

Figure 5. Off-Page Factors That Affect Rank
* Number rank for this chart is as a general guideline for weight of importance
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22 
NativeX - Analysis of campaigns completed by NativeX.

23
Yetizen 

24
NativeX - Analysis of campaigns completed by NativeX.

25
Yetizen

26
YetiZen 

27
NativeX - Analysis of campaigns completed by NativeX.

28
Yetizen

29
NativeX - Interview with ASO expert whose company has analyzed thousands of keywords, app’s ranking, for those keywords, and download 

estimates.
30

Yetizen
31 

Mobile DevHQ - http://apptentive.com/blog/ios-app-rankings-ratings-apple-app-store/ 
32

Yetizen - An average rating of 4 comprised of all 5’s and 1’s is not as valuable as an average rating of 4 comprised of all 4’s.
33

Trademob - http://www.trademob.com/app-store-optimization-guide-google/
34

SensorTower - https://blog.kissmetrics.com/5-myths-about-aso/ 
36

Trademob - http://www.trademob.com/app-store-optimization-guide-google/ 
35 

NativeX - Analysis of campaigns completed by NativeX.
37

Yetizen & Incipia
36

Trademob - http://www.trademob.com/app-store-optimization-guide-google/ 
38

YetiZen 
39

YetiZen
40

An expert interviwed by Ryan Weber and Search Engine Watch - https://searchenginewatch.com/sew/how-to/2214857/app-store-optimization-

8-tips-for-higher-rankings# 
41

Trademob - http://www.trademob.com/app-store-optimization-guide-google/ 
42

Mobile Action & Keyword Expert - The correlation is based on analysis conducted of top charting apps. In an interview with a keyword expert 

that’s analyzed thousands of keywords they found that a correlation existed for keywords too. http://blog.mobileaction.co/blog/get-top-charts-

stay-app-updates/ 
43

Easy SMTP - http://www.easy-smtp.com/app-store-optimization 
44

 Searchman (Top 10 iOS Developer Tips) - https://searchman.com/products/ 
45

YetiZen
46

Apptentive White Paper - Why App Store Ratings & Reviews Matter More
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Off-Page factors have traditionally been more difficult to influence than On-Page factors. Paying 
for advertising can and does impact a number of these factors. However, most ad networks fail 
to optimize campaign delivery for the purpose of influencing these factors.  

NativeX was the first ad network to identify this gap and have pioneered solutions to address it 
by defining a new suite of ASO services called “ASO Media Solutions.”  ASO Media Solutions are 
advertising campaigns delivered to real users focused on improving app store visibility.

Here are a few examples of results from targeted ASO Media Solution campaigns (Called 
“Search Spike”) focused on boosting keyword rank run by NativeX. 

Your ratings and reviews have a significant impact to the number of downloads you receive in 
addition to their moderate impact directly to your rank. According to a study by Apptentive:

Ratings:
               • Only 15% would consider downloading an app with a 2-Star average rating
               • 50% would consider downloading an app with a 3-Star rating
               • 95% would consider downloading an app with a 4-Star rating

Reviews:
               • 70% of people read at least one review before downloading an app.
               • 75% identified reviews as a key driver for downloading an app.
               • 42% view app store reviews as equally or more trustworthy than personal 
                  recommendations

• “My rank improved in the USA from #28 to #5 after just three days, 1,012 Search Spike 
conversions, for my most important keyword. 23 of my other 26 tracked keywords improved 
too!” Marketing Head Of Real Estate App

• “Our target keyword rank improved from #27 to #5 in just 3 days in the USA driven from 
2,081 Search Spike conversions. My ranking improved by an average of 60% on the other 18 
keywords I’m tracking too! The end result is my daily organic installs grew by over 10x.” 
CEO of  Endless Runner Game

• “Our game went from position #35 to #1 in 18 days driven from 512 Search Spike conversions 
targeting the keyword ‘free video poker.’ ” Founder of Casino Game

• “In the USA, my game went from position #701 to position #8 for the keyword ‘game’ and 
‘games’ in 7 days driven from NativeX.” UA Manager of Simulation Game

Ratings and Reviews Impact Ranking 
and Conversion Rate

17
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However, users are far more  likely to leave a negative review than a positive review. 65% of 
users are likely to leave a review after a negative experience, while only 49% of people leave 
reviews after a positive experience. 

Placing strategic placements of requests for either an app store review or feedback from within 
your app can help drive an increase of positive reviews. 

Circa news reported that flowchart-style review requests helped reduce negative reviews and 
increase feedback.

Other best practices and tools for improving your ratings and reviews include:. 

Figure 6 (below) shows service providers specializing in helping you improve your app store 
ratings and reviews through leveraging their mobile in-app communication and customer sup-
port features.

• Contact Support Button - ensure you provide a shortcut to contact your support 
adjacent to any placements you request users to provide feedback.  Users looking to 
express negative feedback are less likely to leave feedback on the App Store pages if 
you do this as they will choose to contact support instead.

• Positive User Support Experience - Request feedback after a user has experienced 
positive support from your company, or completed events in your app signaling they 
are happy and engaged with your app, as they are much more likely to leave positive 
ratings. 

• Respond to Reviews (Google Play Only) - Google does allow the developer to re-
spond to user reviews.

47Circa - https://testlio.com/blog/post/5-proven-strategies-get-app-reviews
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Figure 6. Companies Specializing in App Store Rating & Review Improvements

Apptentive

Hip Mob

Intercom.io

Helpshift
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Improving your Click-Through Rate (CTR) and Conversion Rate (CVR) for users that see your 
app listing in the search results or from direct links, leads to more downloads.  These downloads 
(especially those with a higher search page CTR on iOS), lead to an improved ranking directly.   
This section briefly touches on best practices and tools for improving your CTR and CVR.

Here is a short list of best practices for improving your CTR and CVR:

 

• App Name (Title) - The first 25 characters are the most important as they are 
displayed in search results.  Consider putting important keywords first in your app 
name to boost your CTR. 

• App File Size - The larger your app file the lower your CVR. (Smaller file sizes are 
more quickly and easily downloaded when WIFI connections not available)

• Description - Only the first 3 lines are displayed as a preview so make sure they 
count.

• Icon - The icon impacts both ongoing use of your app as well as the initial CTR and 
CVR.  Specifically for CTR/CVR, your best bet is to test variations of your icon using 
A/B testing tools (below in Figure 7) to determine the highest performing icon.  Im-
portant to stand-out. Users see many icons and you’ll want to stand-out so review 
the other similar apps and try to create something unique and appealing.

• Screenshots & Video Preview - Your visual promotional assets are as important to 
optimize as your ads to convince visitors that your app is worth downloading.  
Video app trailers are now supported on both Google Play and Apple’s App Store. 
A/B testing tools are mentioned below.

For iOS, the search results on the iPhone include screenshots.  Since portrait screen-
shots take about twice the vertical space, do not exclusively use landscape format-
ted screenshots or your results will be less prominent than those you compete with.

Optimizing Your App Store Click-Through & 
Conversion Rates

48NativeX - Interview with ASO expert whose company has analyzed thousands of 
     keywords, app’s ranking, for those keywords, and download estimates.
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Creating the best possible assets for your app helps to maximize CTR and CVR. To determine 
which of those assets are working the best for you, the tools listed below in Figure 7 provide A/B 
testing capabilities for your app store page.

Figure 7. Companies with A/B App Store Page Testing Services

Google’s AB
Testing for
App Store 
Pages

TestNest

SplitMetrics

StoreMaven

21
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STEP 4: REPEAT

Replace grossly under-performing keywords (Step 1: Measure), such as those not ranking in the 
top 200 positions, with other keywords you discover (Step 2: Pick Keywords).

Next, publish changes needed for new keywords to the app stores, along with enhancements for 
improving your CTR and CVR, followed by paid advertising to boost your rank (Step 3: Optimize).  
ASO is an ongoing process

• Search is dominant discovery method for apps with over 67% of users finding their last app 
they downloaded using Search.

• Paid installs (mobile advertising campaigns) drive organic installs.  On average, apps generate 
1.5 organic installs for every paid install which can grow as high as 3x to 10x if you achieve top 
chart ranks.

• Measure your progress on keyword search ranking by monitoring your organic installs and 
keyword rankings.

• Picking the right keywords involves carefully considering their relevance, difficulty, and popularity.
 • There are a number of free and paid tools that will help you identify keywords and   
              evaluate them on their difficulty and popularity.
 • New apps should initially go after keywords with the most opportunity for your app.
 • Gradually, work in more valuable (Difficult) keywords.

• Optimize your ranking by publishing improvements to the app store for On-Page Factors:
 • Adhering to guidelines outlined in this paper and by each store, update your assets   
              to best maximize your rank for high performing and high potential keywords.
 • Test variations of On-Page factors (icons, screenshots, video preview, and text) using   
               AB app store page testing solutions to ensure your CTR and CVR are strong.
 • Localizing your app store assets for each language you are targeting can have a sub  
               stantial increase to the number of downloads your app generates.

• Top ranking requires you to also pay attention to the more difficult to improve Off-Page Factors.
 • Many Off-Page Factors can be effectively boosted through effective paid advertising.    
              Since the majority of ad networks have not optimized their campaigns for strong ASO   
              impact, look for ad networks who have proven success of dramatically improving key  
 word and chart rankings for maximum ASO impact, like NativeX.

Highlights Summary
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Similar to SEO for websites, improving your search ranking requires ongoing attention and ad-
justments as needed. However, a disciplined approach to understanding the ranking factors and 
then utilizing best practices and tools to improve on them leads to significant gains in your app 
being downloaded. 

End of Part 1: App Store Optimization (ASO) - How to Achieve Top Search Rankings

Look for Part 2 of our ASO white paper series that focuses on  
how to improve your Chart Ranking.

 • Off-Page Factors, Total Ratings and Average Rating can also be improved by follow   
 ing best practices and leveraging tools for capturing and managing user feedback.

 • ASO is a process which can and should be repeated for optimal results.
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